Previous studies have suggested that picture size reduction affects emotional reactions, possibly because scenes subtending a small visual angle are perceived as being more distant and less relevant compared to larger stimuli. However, pictures that subtend a small visual angle also contain few fine-grained details, which may determine less vivid representations and responses compared to larger and more detailed images. Critically, the present study compared two different types of manipulations, namely size reduction and low-pass spatial filtering, which determined similar detail loss but affected visual angles differently. Affective modulation was assessed using an evaluative task and a behavioral interference task. Results showed that the availability of fine-grained details, independently of visual angle, modulated emotional evaluation. Moreover, interference in an unrelated task was unaffected by either size reduction or low-pass spatial filtering. These findings suggest that high spatial frequencies affect subjective emotional response whereas attentional capture by affective stimuli seems to rely on information that is sufficient to allow a categorization of picture content.
Emotional processing has been widely investigated via the presentation of affective pictures that are effective cues in evoking a broad range of emotional reactions, varying in intensity, and involving both pleasant and unpleasant affects. Following a dimensional approach, emotional behavior can be defined by a first dimension of affective valence, which controls the direction of emotional engagement (approach or withdrawal), and a second dimension of arousal, which dictates the intensity of affective response (Dickinson & Dearing, 1979; Konorski, 1967; Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1990; Russell & Barrett, 1999; Schneirla, 1959; Wundt, 1896) . Several studies have shown that valence and arousal are the most important dimensions of connotative meaning and feeling states, and that they control most of the variance of subjective reports (Bradley, Codispoti, Cuthbert, & Lang, 2001; Osgood, 1969; Russell & Barrett, 1999) . The affective space defined by pleasure and arousal ratings is very similar across sensory modalities, in fact similar findings have been obtained using pictures, sounds, odorants, or words (Bensafi et al., 2002; . Moreover, subjective ratings of valence and arousal covary systematically with the biological reflexes that are associated with activation of appetitive and defensive motive systems Bradley, Codispoti, & Lang, 2006; .
Motivationally relevant stimuli (i.e., those that strongly activate either the appetitive or defensive system) engage attentional processes, which facilitate perceptual encoding and recognition in sensory systems (Beaver, Mogg, & Bradley, 2005; Derryberry & Tucker, 1994; Fox et al., 2000; Fox, Russo, & Dutton, 2002; Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1990 , 1997 Mogg & Bradley, 1999; Phelps, Ling, & Carrasco, 2006; Vuilleumier & Driver, 2007) . A number of physiological and behavioral measures are consistent in suggesting greater attention allocation to emotional pictures compared with neutral ones. For example, in a series of studies Margaret Bradley and collaborators (Bradley, Cuthbert, & Lang, 1996a explored attentional processes during picture perception by delivering a tone probe at various temporal intervals after picture onset and asking participants to ignore the picture and press a button as fast as possible when the tone probe was presented. Participants showed longer reaction times early on in the picture interval, and even longer reaction times for emotionally arousing pictures, compared with neutral ones.
Interference effects caused by task-unrelated emotional pictures have been observed during a variety of visual and acoustic tasks, suggesting that motivationally relevant stimuli draw more on attentional resources, leaving them less available for task processing Calvo & Nummenmaa, 2007; OkonSinger, Tzelgov, & Henik, 2007; Pereira et al., 2006) . Although some studies have suggested that unpleasant stimuli capture greater attention than pleasant stimuli do (Hartikainen, Ogawa, & Knight, 2000; Ö hman, Lundqvist, & Esteves, 2001; Pratto & John, 1991) , when pleasant and unpleasant stimuli were equated in terms of arousal ratings, no difference as a function of valence was found, and highly arousing picture contents (pleasant and unpleasant) captured greater attentional resources than low arousing stimuli (Blair et al., 2007; Bradley et al., 1999; Bradley, Drobes, & Lang, 1996; Nummenmaa, Hyönä, & Calvo, 2006; Schimmack, 2005; Verbruggen & De Houwer, 2007) .
A large amount of literature ascribed the effects of emotional stimuli on subjective ratings and cognition to their intrinsic rele-vance, related to the evolutionary significance of appetitive or threatening stimuli. However, stimulus relevance varies with both stimulus content and contextual factors such as distance from the observer. Distance may either emphasize or reduce stimulus relevance (Lang et al., 1997) , and modulate emotional response (Teghtsoonian & Frost, 1982) . As physical distance is closely related to retinal size (Graham, 1965; Loftus & Harley, 2005) , recent studies have investigated the effects of picture size on emotional responses, showing that subjective ratings of valence and arousal vary with picture size (Detenber & Reeves, 1996) , with less affective modulation for smaller compared to larger pictures (Codispoti & De Cesarei, 2007) .
Picture size reduction has been shown to modulate emotional processing, possibly because of its direct relation to distance. However, a number of visual features vary with picture size, and size reduction may be considered just one out of many possible ways to degrade an image. In particular, when an object is reduced in size, fine-grained details fall below the threshold of discriminability and are not perceived. Similarly, under a variety of suboptimal visual conditions such as dark, fog, or when stimuli are in parafoveal or peripheral vision, small details in a scene are not perceived, reducing the feeling of presence (Lombard, Reich, Grabe, Bracken, & Ditton, 2000) . Thus, it is possible that the availability of fine-grained perceptual details, which correspond to the higher portion of the spatial frequency spectrum, modulate affective processing even in absence of changes in visual angle. By comparing the effects of size reduction to the effects of low-pass spatial filtering on affective response, the present study tried to disentangle this issue.
The Research Problem
The present experiments were aimed at assessing the effects on emotional processing of two distinct perceptual manipulations, namely picture size reduction and low-pass spatial filtering. The rationale of this comparison was that, if the effects of size reduction on affective processing are due to the lower relevance of stimuli that subtend a small visual angle, and may therefore be either distant or small, then no effect of perceptual degradation should be observed for low-pass filtered, full-size stimuli. On the other hand, if generic vividness of the visual scene is associated with enhanced affective processing, then a change in emotional response should be observed following both size reduction and low-pass spatial filtering.
Following this strategy, the first study compared intact pictures to filtered or size-reduced pictures with regards to subjective ratings of emotional experience, whereas the second study examined the effects of stimulus degradation on attention allocation to emotional scenes presented as distractors while performing an auditory discrimination task.
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we investigated the combined effects of perceptual degradation and stimulus content (positive, neutral, or negative) on subjective emotional response. Stimuli were presented in different sizes ranging from full screen (21.23°horizon-tal ϫ 16.22°vertical degrees of visual angle) to very small (2.68°ϫ 2.05°) sizes. Moreover, additional perceptual degradation conditions were obtained by applying a low-pass spatial filter that progressively filtered out a larger amount of sharp details. Following the presentation of each picture, participants were asked to rate the pleasantness and arousal of the emotional state elicited by the image. The amount of fine-grained details (e.g., wrinkles) in an image is indexed by the power of high spatial frequencies in the frequency spectrum. Size reduction, as well as low-pass spatial filtering, makes fine-grained details more difficult to perceive and reduces high spatial frequency (HSF) power, expressed in cycles/ image (cpi). Using an appropriate low-pass spatial filtering function, we tried to equate the loss of details across size-reduced and filtered pictures. To check the efficacy of our manipulation, participants were asked to rate each picture according to the extent to which they were able to identify fine-grained details.
Method
Participants. Forty students (21 men) from the University of Bologna took part in the present study. Age ranged from 18 to 39 years (M ϭ 22.13, SD ϭ 3.28). Before agreeing to participate in the study and signing an informed consent form, all participants were warned that they would see potentially arousing pictures.
Stimuli and equipment. One hundred eighty grayscale images were selected from various sources, including document scanning, the Internet and the International Affective Picture System (IAPS; ). Twenty images were chosen for each of eight different contents: erotic couples, opposite sex nudes (20 males and 20 females), babies, neutral animals, people in urban or natural contexts, animal attack, human attack, or mutilated bodies. All images were adjusted to the same overall value of brightness and contrast.
Pictures were presented using E-Prime software (Schneider, Eschman, & Zuccolotto, 2002 ) on a 19" monitor. The distance between the monitor and the participant was 1m, and a chinrest assured that the distance remained constant between and across participants.
Manipulation parameters. Pictures were resized to one of four different sizes (100%, 50%, 25%, 12.5%). Visual angles subtended by stimuli in each size were 21.23°horizontal ϫ 16.22°vertical (100%), 10.71°ϫ 8.21°(50%), 5.36°ϫ 4.11°(25%), and 2.68°ϫ 2.05°(12.5%). For each level of size reduction, a low-pass spatial filter condition that ensured a similar loss of details was created. We used a three-octave wide cosine filter, passing all spatial frequencies below a roll-off frequency (F 0 ), degrading with a parabolic function reaching zero at a cut-off frequency of F 1 ϭ 3 ϫ F 0 , and completely removing spatial frequencies above this cut-off point. In the remainder of the paper, we will describe this filter by its cut-off frequency F 1 . Using this type of spatial filter, a previous study demonstrated that spatial frequencies of 30 cpi or higher do not influence a face categorization task for faces subtending 1°of visual angle (Loftus & Harley, 2005) . Accordingly, spatial frequencies above about 480 cpi should not influence categorization of images subtending about 16°degrees of visual angle. Therefore, filter cut-offs used to match full-screen filtered images to progressively smaller pictures were determined as 486.6, 243.3, 121.65, and 60.83 cpi. Both resized and filtered images were pasted on a gray background of the same brightness as the average of the brightness of all the images (Codispoti & De Cesarei, 2007; .
Procedure. At the beginning of the experiment, a practice sequence of eight trials was performed. Images in the practice block were not presented during the test block, to prevent distortion in ratings due to habituation to specific pictures (e.g., Codispoti, Ferrari, & Bradley, 2006 . Data from the practice trials were not analyzed.
During the test block, 80 pictures (10 for each stimulus category) were selected from the complete dataset and assigned to one of the 4 (amount of degradation) ϫ 2 (type of degradation) experimental conditions. Each participant was allowed to see each image only once, and in only one degradation condition. Across all participants, all pictures were presented an equal number of times in all degradation conditions.
During each trial, a fixation cross appeared for 1s. Then, the image was presented for 1s. After the image disappeared and a 1s delay elapsed, the rating screens were presented. After the last rating screen and a blank screen of 1s had been presented, the next trial began.
Ratings. After each picture, participants were requested to rate their emotional state, and the vividness of the image presented. It was made clear to participants that they had to rate their experienced emotional state, and not give a semantic judgment on the picture. Emotional ratings were collected using the SelfAssessment Manikin (SAM; Lang, 1980) , a visual rating scale (9 levels) that allows the rating of the pleasantness and intensity of the experienced emotional state. Moreover, participants were told that pictures would be degraded to various extents, and that they should rate the extent to which they were able to identify details in the picture. To rate vividness, participants used a 9-level visual scale ranging from very low (almost no details were recognizable in the picture) to very high (picture details were very well-defined) vividness. The vividness scale was created by presenting the intermediate item of the SAM valence scale with 9 progressive levels of contrast, ranging from very low to very high.
Data analysis. For each participant, SAM and vividness ratings were averaged in all experimental conditions. Data were analyzed through repeated-measures analyses of variances (ANOVAs) with the factors Type of Manipulation (size or filter), Amount of Manipulation (4 levels), and Category (8 levels). To deal with sphericity violations that increase the probability of Type I error, a Huynh-Feldt correction was applied to the degrees of freedom. Moreover, contrast analyses were conducted (Loftus, 1996) by fitting average values to the degradation coefficients 1/1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8. The rating-degradation R 2 value, indicating the goodness-of-fit between the observed values and the a priori coefficients, describes the strength of the relationship between the observed variable and perceptual degradation.
Results
Vividness. Vividness ratings are reported in Table 1 and shown in Figure 1 . Vividness decreased progressively across different levels of manipulation, similarly for filtered and resized pictures.
No main effects or interactions involving Type of Manipulation were observed. A main effect of Amount of Manipulation was observed, F(3, 96) ϭ 243.98, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ .884, indicating lower vividness ratings for degraded (both smaller and more filtered) pictures, rating-degradation R 2 ϭ .69. A significant Category effect was observed, F(7, 224) ϭ 10.3, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ .24, which was further qualified by the higher order Amount of Manipulation ϫ Category interaction, F(21, 672) ϭ 1.93, p Ͻ .05, 2 ϭ .057. Pairwise comparisons with ␣ ϭ .05 highlighted significantly lower vividness for neutral people compared to all other categories. Pictures of opposite sex nudes and babies were rated as more vivid compared to animals, animal and human attack, and mutilated bodies. Finally, erotic couples were rated as less vivid compared to opposite sex nudes. Separate ANOVAs with the factor Amount of Manipulation were carried out for each category. For all categories, the main effect Amount of Manipulation was significant, indicating progressively lower vividness as images were degraded. To characterize this interaction, a contrast analysis was conducted (see Table 1 ). Similarly high R 2 values were observed, with the exception of animal and human attack, which showed a slightly worse fit compared to all other categories.
Valence. Valence ratings are reported in Table 1 and plotted in Figure 1 . Categories were rated as different in valence, with Note. The effects of stimulus category and level of degradation (expressed as the ratio with respect to the intact picture) on each measure. Separately for each category and measure, the R 2 indexes of goodness-of-fit between the observed measure and the level of degradation are reported, together with the raw data (means).
positive stimuli being rated as more pleasant compared to neutral and unpleasant stimuli. More interesting, this difference progressively decreased with picture degradation. No difference between filtered and resized stimuli was observed.
A significant main effect of Amount of Manipulation was observed, F(3, 96) ϭ 18.29, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ .38, with pictures that were degraded to a greater extent (either smaller or more blurred) being rated as less pleasant compared to those degraded to a lesser extent, rating-degradation R 2 ϭ .43. Moreover, a significant Category effect was observed, F (7, 210) s Ͼ .34. Pairwise comparisons highlighted significant differences between all categories, ps Ͻ .05, with the exception of pleasant contents (erotic couples, opposite sex nudes, and babies), which showed no difference between categories, and pictures depicting animal attack, which showed no difference when compared to those of neutral people.
Arousal. Arousal ratings are reported in Table 1 and Figure 1 . Picture degradation resulted in lower arousal, and this pattern appeared similarly pronounced for both size-reduced and low-pass 
Discussion
Consistent with previous studies , the results of Experiment 1 showed that viewing grayscale pictures of natural scenes affected subjective ratings of arousal and pleasure. Stimuli were manipulated by either size reduction or low-pass filtering, so that the loss of sharp details would not differ between the two types of degradation. Confirming the efficacy of this manipulation, ratings of vividness did not differ between the two conditions.
Ratings of affective state were clearly affected by picture degradation. More specifically, size reduction and low-pass spatial filtering influenced affective ratings in a similar manner, with less-pronounced differences between neutral and emotional stimuli for degraded compared to intact pictures. Impoverished pictures were rated as less vivid, less arousing and less pleasant compared to intact pictures. Moreover, as reflected by the RatingDegradation R 2 , the effects of stimulus degradation on arousal appeared more pronounced than those regarding valence.
Experiment 1 clearly demonstrated that two different types of perceptual degradation similarly modulated the emotional state elicited by natural scenes. However, subjective ratings are prone to being biased by beliefs and expectations, and capture only part of the whole range of emotional responses. In Experiment 2, we tried to extend the present results to an index of emotional response that is not under explicit control, namely interference through affective stimuli during an unrelated task.
Experiment 2 Experiment 1 demonstrated that two different types of perceptual manipulation affect stimulus relevance similarly, with lower relevance for degraded compared to intact stimuli. Interference in ongoing tasks caused by the presence of emotionally charged distractors has been repeatedly observed and related to the intrinsic relevance value of affective stimuli. Accordingly, if picture degradation affects stimulus relevance, degraded images should be expected to be less powerful stimuli for attention capture compared to intact pictures.
The aim of Experiment 2 was to investigate this possibility, by probing affective interference on a secondary task using variously degraded stimuli. In a dual task paradigm, participants were asked to perform an auditory discrimination task while viewing taskunrelated emotional and neutral pictures that could be either reduced in size or low-pass filtered. Building on the same strategy as in Experiment 1, pictures were either blurred or reduced in size so that detail loss would be similar across the two types of manipulation. In addition, we were interested in determining whether changes in stimulus size, even in the absence of meaningful picture content, would modulate attentional capture (Castiello & Umiltà, 1990) . To this aim, an additional condition was created by first scrambling each picture and then reducing it in size.
Moreover, using stimulus categories that ranged from positive to negative, and from low to highly arousing, Experiment 2 tried to assess which specific contents are associated with disruptive effects on a secondary task. As in Experiment 1, to prevent systematic category-color associations that may confound results, pictures were presented in grayscale.
Method
Participants. Twenty-nine students (14 men) from the University of Bologna participated in the present study. Age ranged from 19 to 33 years (M ϭ 24.52, SD ϭ 3.79). Before agreeing to participate in the study and signing an informed consent form, all participants were warned that they would see potentially arousing pictures.
Stimuli and equipment. Two hundred forty-three grayscale images (27 for each content) were selected from the same sources as in Experiment 1. Several stimulus categories were chosen, including erotic couples, opposite sex nudes (27 males and 27 females), babies, neutral animals, people in urban or natural contexts, animal attack, human attack, and mutilated bodies.
Nine versions of each of the 243 images were created by either reducing size, low-pass filtering, or scrambling the original picture in one of three different levels. In the size reduction condition, pictures were resized to one of three different sizes, respectively 100%, 33% or 12.5%. Visual angles subtended in each condition were 20.96 horizontal ϫ 15.66 vertical (100%), 6.99 ϫ 5.22 (33%), and 2.62 ϫ 1.96 (12.5%). In the low-pass spatial filter condition, a filter was applied to the original images to simulate the high frequency loss of the resized images. The low-pass thresholds used were determined as in Experiment 1, and corresponded to 469.8, 156.6, and 58.73 cpi. Finally, scrambled pictures were created by dividing each image into 10-pixel squares and rearranging them 1,000 times, until the original content was unrecognizable. These patterns were resized to 100%, 33%, or 12.5% of the original size. Resized, filtered, and scrambled images were pasted on a gray background of the same brightness as the average of all images.
Two acoustic tones were created, at a frequency of 1,000 and 1,050 Hz. Each tone lasted 200 ms, with a rise and fall time of 10 ms. Volumes were adjusted to 75 dB.
The tones were presented using a set of binaural headphones. Equipment and laboratory settings were otherwise identical to Experiment 1.
Procedure. At the beginning of the experiment, a practice sequence of 48 trials was performed. Images in the practice block were not repeated during test blocks, to prevent habituation to specific pictures.
During the test block, 216 pictures were selected from the original picture set and presented. Each picture was assigned to one of the 3 (type of manipulation: resizing, low-pass filtering, or scrambling) ϫ 3 (amounts of manipulation) degradation conditions. To avoid repetition effects, each picture was seen only once by each participant, and in only one of the nine degradation conditions. Across all participants, all pictures were presented in all degradation conditions. During each trial, a fixation cross appeared for 1s. Then the image was presented and remained on the screen for 3s. After 250ms from picture onset, a tone was presented binaurally. After picture offset, a blank screen lasting between 2,800 and 3,800 ms was presented (intertrial interval, ITI). During the intertrial interval, a fixation cross was presented in the center of the screen.
Participants were instructed to respond as to whether they heard a 1,000 or 1,050 Hz tone by pressing one of two digits on the keyboard ("z" or "m") as fast and accurately as possible. For half of the participants, the tone-digit mapping was reversed.
Data analysis. Only response times of accurate trials were analyzed. Two participants showing an exaggerated percentage of errors and slow responses (52% and 33% compared to an average of 5.9%) were discarded from analysis. To deal with abnormally slow or fast responses, we aggregated data within each participant and conditions using the median as an index of central tendency. Reaction time and accuracy were aggregated in all experimental conditions. Data were analyzed using a repeated-measures ANOVA with the factors Type of Manipulation (3 levels: size, filter, or scrambled), Amount of Manipulation (3 levels), and Category (8 levels).
Results
Accuracy. Accuracy data are reported in Table 2 . More accurate responses for degraded compared to intact stimuli were observed, Amount of Manipulation F(2, 52) ϭ 3.67, p Ͻ .05, 2 ϭ .12. Pairwise comparisons highlighted a significant difference between intact and slightly degraded stimuli, p Ͻ .05, and no difference between slightly degraded and the most degraded stimuli. No other significant main effects or interactions involving either Type of Manipulation or Category were observed in this analysis.
Reaction times. Reaction times to stimuli varying in content and perceptual manipulation are reported in Figure 2 . Reaction times appeared to be modulated by stimulus category, but not by the amount of degradation. Effects of stimulus category were observed for both filtered and resized pictures but not for scrambled images, confirming the efficacy of the scrambling manipulation.
1 Using the median as an index of central tendency assures that no data are discarded and minimizes the influence of extreme values. However, in a separate analysis, we analyzed response-time data with the same ANOVA design as reported, using the mean as an index of central tendency and excluding trials that exceeded a Ϯ 2 SD from the mean threshold. No differences in terms of significant effects were observed with respect to the results reported. A significant interaction between Category and Type of Manipulation was observed, F(14, 364) ϭ 4.11, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ .14, which was due to significant effects of Category in the filtered and size-reduced condition, Fs(7, 182) Ͼ 8.32, ps Ͻ .001, 2 s Ͼ .24, but not in the scrambled condition, F(7, 182) ϭ 1.16, ns. In the filtered and size-reduced conditions, pairwise comparisons revealed significantly slower responses for pictures of erotic couples, opposite sex nudes and mutilation compared to all other contents, and faster responses for pictures of neutral animals or people compared to those depicting animal or human attack, ps Ͻ .05.
A separate repeated-measures ANOVA with the factor Type of Manipulation was carried out for each stimulus category. A significant effect of Type of Manipulation was only observed for pictures depicting erotic couples, opposite sex nudes, and mutilations, Fs(2, 52) Ͼ 5.55, ps Ͻ .01, 2 s Ͼ .18, indicating slower responses for both filtered and size-reduced compared to scrambled stimuli.
Finally, as reported in Figure 3 , a state-trace analysis (Bamber, 1979; Loftus, 2002) was conducted to visually represent the interaction between Type of Manipulation, Amount of Manipulation, and Category. In a series of scatterplots, reaction times to stimuli presented in two different conditions (e.g., sizereduced vs. filtered) were compared. The strength of the relationship between the two conditions, expressed by the R 2 , suggests that the factors influencing responses under both conditions are the same, that is, the stimuli that prompt slower responses under the size-reduction condition also impair performance following low-pass spatial filtering. Although a strong relationship was observed between size-reduced and low-pass filtered stimuli, R 2 ϭ 0.63, almost no relationship between scrambled and either size-reduced or low-pass filtered stimuli was observed, R 2 Ͻ 0.007.
Discussion
Experiment 2 investigated the combined effects of stimulus content and perceptual degradation on interference during an unrelated auditory task. Using the same parameters as Experiment 1, a similar loss of details was achieved across size reduction and low-pass spatial filtering. Interference caused by highly arousing contents such as erotic couples, opposite sex nudes, and mutilated bodies was observed, and no difference between similarly highly arousing stimuli was observed (Bradley, Cuthbert, et al., 1996; Bradley et al.,1999; Bradley, Drobes, et al., 1996; Schimmack, 2005) . Contrary to the hypothesis that lower stimulus relevance achieved through perceptual degradation would have reduced attentional capture by task-unrelated emotional stimuli, similar affective interference was observed when using both intact and degraded stimuli. In contrast, no effects of picture category were observed for scrambled pictures, confirming that picture content was unrecognizable to a level that eliminated interference with the present task. Moreover, no differences in attentional capture were observed for neutral pictures compared to scrambled patterns, suggesting that simply discriminating a meaningful image from a random pattern is not enough to divert attention from an ongoing attentional task. The interference effect that was observed for highly arousing stimuli might depend on processes that are separate from scene recognition and are only triggered by highly arousing affective stimuli.
The slowing of reaction times due to the interference of highly arousing task-unrelated pictures did not depend on the amount of perceptual detail of the image, but rather appeared to be an "all or nothing" phenomenon that occurred whenever a highly arousing stimulus was recognized.
General Discussion
In the two separate experiments it was observed that, although changes in perceptual detailedness decreased the affective value of stimuli as reflected by subjective ratings (arousal and valence, Experiment 1), even the most degraded pictures showed the same capacity as did intact pictures for attracting attentional resources and interfering with an unrelated discrimination task (Experiment 2). Moreover, no differences were observed between the effects of size reduction and low-pass filtering on affective modulation of subjective ratings, suggesting a role for high spatial frequencies in the modulation of the emotional state.
A similar loss of fine-grained details, defined as HSF power, was obtained using two different perceptual manipulations. Accordingly, similar changes in affective modulations of emotional state were observed following size reduction and low-pass spatial filtering, suggesting that HSFs may modulate subjective affective response. One possible interpretation is that a vivid picture may be more effective compared to a degraded stimulus in activating an internal representation of a relevant scene. Dealing with stimuli that have an emotional connotation activates associative networks which connect sensory, semantic and procedural information (Lang, 1979 (Lang, , 1995 . When an emotional event, or stimulus, is imagined or perceived some nodes are activated, and their activation propagates to other nodes, prompting physiological changes (e.g., increase in the activity of sweat glands), explicit behavioral actions (e.g., trying to escape from an uncomfortable situation), and changes in subjective emotional state. More important, not all kinds of stimuli are similarly effective in activating a semantic network. The largest activation follows real world stimuli that Figure 3 . Scatterplots report state-trace analysis of the interaction between Type of Manipulation, Amount of Manipulation and Category. In the upper panel a strong similarity between factors affecting responses in the size-reduced and low-pass filtered condition is highlighted. On the other hand, such a strong relationship was absent for scrambled and either size-reduction or low-pass filtering (middle and bottom panels).
contain the largest number of descriptive features, for example, feeling the contact with a real poisonous snake. In comparison, progressively impoverished versions of the same stimulus that only preserve some of the original features (e.g., a picture or a drawing depicting a snake) would be less effective in activating nodes of associative networks and, therefore, would result in less-pronounced emotional responses (Simons, Detenber, Roedema, & Reiss, 1999) . The present study suggests that stimulus degradation, obtained either through size reduction or low-pass spatial filtering, is effective in reducing activation of sensory nodes and, consequently, modulating affective responses. Presence of fine-grained HSF information might enhance the degree of activation of detailed representations, resulting in a more complete representation of relevant events and modulating the subjective emotional state.
2
Highly arousing stimuli, which potentially capture attentional resources because of their intrinsic relevance, have been shown in previous studies to interfere with an ongoing unrelated task (Bradley, Cuthbert, et al., 1996; Bradley et al., 1999; Bradley, Drobes, et al, 1996) . Accordingly, it was hypothesized that degraded pictures, which are rated as less arousing compared to intact pictures, would also result in lower interference on an unrelated task. Clearly, this hypothesis was disconfirmed, and affective interference was observed following both filtered and size-reduced stimuli, with no difference related to the amount of manipulation.
Attentional resources devoted to the processing of arousing stimuli are reflected both in the interference during an unrelated task, and in the modulation of psychophysiological responses such as heart rate (HR) and cortical activity. In particular, it has been shown in previous studies that amplitude of the late positive potential (LPP) component of the event-related potentials (ERPs) is larger for arousing compared to neutral stimuli, presumably reflecting enhanced attention allocation to relevant events (Codispoti, Ferrari, De Cesarei, & Cardinale, 2006; Johnston, Miller, & Burleson, 1986; Radilova, 1982; Schupp et al., 2004) . More interesting, in previous studies no effects of size reduction were observed on any of these measures, suggesting that attention allocation to stimuli depicting arousing contents is affected to a relatively small extent by changes in a low-level perceptual characteristic such as stimulus size (Codispoti & De Cesarei, 2007; Sánchez-Navarro, Martínez-Selva, Román, & Torrente, 2006) .
On the other hand, emotional reactions to affective stimuli as reflected by subjective ratings and measures of autonomic arousal were shown to be modulated by stimulus size. (Codispoti & De Cesarei, 2007) . In particular, subjective ratings of pleasure and arousal, as shown in the present and a previous study, are modulated by both stimulus content and size, and affective modulation is more pronounced for larger compared to smaller stimuli (Codispoti & De Cesarei, 2007) . Skin conductance change, which has been proposed to be an indicator of sympathetic activation related to action preparation (Lang et al., 1997; Roth, 1983) , is only modulated by stimulus arousal when large stimuli are presented, and no modulation was observed for small stimuli, possibly reflecting the absence of action preparation when stimulus imminence or content arousal does not exceed a minimum threshold (Codispoti & De Cesarei, 2007; Ravaja, 2004a Ravaja, , 2004b .
Arousal represents the intensity of activation of either the appetitive or the defensive system in response to significant stimuli and is a fundamental factor of the orienting response to affective cues. In the present and previous studies the manipulation of a perceptual factor such as picture size allowed us to highlight dissociations in subjective, behavioral, and psychophysiological changes suggesting that they reflect different processes. Similarly, dissociations in affective modulation of separate responses were also observed in studies that manipulated stimulus relevance by either varying picture exposure time Codispoti, Mazzetti, & Bradley, 2002) or repeatedly presenting the same stimulus (Bradley, Lang, & Cuthbert, 1993; .
The present results support the possibility that low spatial frequency (LSF) information, which is analyzed during the first stages of visual processing, may modulate subsequent processing and, in particular, divert attentional resources from the current task whenever a relevant stimulus is detected (Bar, 2003; Vuilleumier, Armony, Driver, & Dolan, 2003) . LSFs convey information regarding scene configuration and are analyzed at a faster rate compared to high spatial frequencies (Loftus & Harley, 2004; Schyns & Oliva, 1994) , providing convenient information with which to quickly react to relevant environmental stimuli.
3 However, the present results do not allow for the unequivocal acceptance of this possibility, and alternative accounts are possible. Despite stimuli being degraded to 12.5% of their original size or frequency spectrum, in this and previous studies participants were nonetheless able to efficiently categorize picture content Roring, Hines, & Charness, 2006) . Accordingly, it might be that attentional capture through affective stimuli is observed whenever a scene is successfully categorized, regardless of the type of degradation applied. Critically, these two scenarios predict opposite results for high-pass filtered stimuli. If low spatial frequencies (LSFs) play a special role in emotional perception, as suggested by some studies probing emotional modulation of blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) response in subcortical structures (e.g., Vuilleumier et al., 2003) , then a reduced attentional capture should be observed following stimuli only containing HSFs. On the other hand, if any understandable 2 It could be that, as image size is reduced, participants fail to understand the content of some pictures, and consequently rate them as low arousing not because of their content, but because they are treated as "nonimages." However, in a previous study presenting stimuli of comparable size, categorization accuracy exceeded 85% for the smallest pictures . Moreover, a recent study (Roring, Hines, & Charness, 2006) found that the ability to correctly categorize a wide range of facial expressions, which presumably requires identification of finegrained details, is not affected by changes in stimulus size ranging from about 14°to 4°degrees of vertical visual angle.
3 Based on the possibility that different spatial frequencies are analyzed at different times (Bar, 2003; Loftus & Harley, 2004; Morrison & Schyns, 2001; Sanocki, 2001; Schyns & Oliva, 1994) , it might be suggested that the 250ms temporal distance between the picture and the tone (stimulus-onset asynchrony, SOA) used in the present study probed attentional capture at a stage when HSF information was not yet being processed, preventing the appearance of effects related to the reduction in HSF power. However, the results of several studies make this possibility unlikely. For instance, starting from about 150 to 180ms after stimulus onset, people can recognize stimulus identity based on high spatial frequency information (Loftus & Harley, 2004; Schyns & Oliva, 1994) . Moreover, SOA only constrains the delay between the onset of the processing of the two stimuli. Afterward, these processes proceed in a parallel fashion, and potentially interfere with each other, for several hundredths of milliseconds, until the execution of the response or later. emotional stimulus can divert attentional resources from the ongoing task, then similar attentional capture by affective stimuli should be observed following stimuli containing either high or low spatial frequencies.
The present results demonstrate that, although some scenes may appear with little or no color information associated, nevertheless they may capture attentional resources if their content is relevant. The present results were comparable to previous studies investigating behavioral interference caused by emotional pictures presented in color (Bradley, Cuthbert, et al., 1996; Bradley et al., 1999; Bradley, Drobes, et al., 1996) , ruling out the possibility that systematic changes in the color of specific categories (e.g., red associated with mutilated bodies) might have confounded the results. Consistently, it has been shown that peripheral and central indexes of emotional processing are similarly affected by picture content whether pictures are presented in color or in grayscale Bradley et al., 2003; Sabatinelli, Bradley, Lang, Costa, & Versace, 2007) .
Limitations and Future Directions
Although the present study successfully identified conditions that reduced the subjective rating of emotional state, and established an important link between the effects of size reduction and low-pass spatial filtering on attentional capture, some limitations must be acknowledged.
In the present study, the amount of filtering was chosen to mimic the detail loss that occurred when pictures were presented in progressively smaller sizes. However, even in the most degraded condition pictures appeared to be identifiable, and elicited subjective and attentional emotional responses. Therefore, it is not possible to relate the observed effects to emotional processes that rely on LSF information, or to the generic fact that participants were able to discriminate picture contents. Further studies might reduce the low-pass cutoff frequency to reduce picture identifiability, and determine the cut-off frequency that is necessary to eliminate affective modulation on an evaluative and attentional level. If subjective rating and attentional capture rely on different types of information, they are also expected to differ in the cut-off spatial frequency below which no affective modulation is observed.
Finally, previous studies demonstrated that the effects of size on emotional response differ between different systems (Codispoti & De Cesarei, 2007; Reeves, Lang, Kim, & Tatar, 1999) . In particular, affective modulation of skin conductance appeared to be very sensitive to size reduction, with more pronounced responses to arousing compared to neutral pictures in large (21°ϫ 16°) but not small (3°ϫ 2°) sizes. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate the contribution of different spatial frequencies to the affective modulation of autonomic changes.
